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Design and product development
We design products and components for the play industry as a whole, but we 
also work closely with our customers to help develop their products and 
components.

Consistent innovation
We are always looking to innovate, 
creating new and improved products 
using new materials and processes. 
We don’t just follow what our 
competitors are offering, they follow 
us!

CNC machining
As well as a host of regular machinery 
we also have CNC machines with a 
bed capability of up to 
1520x3050mm, which give us a 
consistent, fast, flexible and high 
quality output for our machined 
components.

Thermo-forming
We are the innovators of large panel 
thermo-forming for the play industry. 
We have a computer controlled oven 
which is capable of forming anything 
from a small panel to a full sheet of 
HDPE.

HDPE welding
We have various HDPE welding 
machines including an extrusion 
welder, suitable for welding HDPE up 
to 19mm thick and an injection welder, 
suitable for joining thinner gauge 
materials, detail work and spot welding 
for plant-on’s.

Product assembly
We not only manufacture components 
for our customers, we also have full 
assembly and finishing departments 
within our organisation, enabling us to 
create finished products too.

Electronics
We have expanded into electronics to 
enhance many of our products. We 
have experience with motion and 
proximity sensors, sound replay, LED 
displays and lighting as well as solar 
and wind-up power generators. We 
develop our own PCB’s using 
commercial grade heavy duty 
electronic components.

Extensive stockholding
We have an extensive range of HDPE 
sheet and materials in our warehouse 
at any one time, to accommodate our 
growing customers at home and 
around the World.

To see  new and interesting products please visit our websiteMORE

Tube/Tunnel Cutting
We have a large diameter tube cutting 
machine that is capable of cutting 
tubes up to 800mm in diameter and 
can cut angles as well as straight cuts 
which we use for our crawl through 
tunnels.



New Innovation from Fahr
TTT Memory Reactions and Pixel Paint Panel
This is a new play panel for indoor or covered playgrounds that combines 4 simple 
and fun activities. Simple to learn, easy to play, with multi-coloured LED lights for 
visual stimulation and touch sensitive activation that makes the panel accessible for 
most abilities. 
The panel facia is made from tough, durable HDPE which is easily cleaned.

Each activity is selectable and when idle the panel displays an LED light show to draw 
attention to the panel and what it does. 

Pixel Paint - allows the user to touch an individual LED light unit and scroll through the 
colours in turn, so you can create your own multi-coloured patterns, or simply wipe your 
hand over the panel and change the colours of whole groups of LED lights.

This panel is designed for indoor or covered play areas with a wired power supply only.
It is also recommended that the panel is installed in controlled environments where 
vandalism is not an issue.

Tic Tac Toe
Starting with “O” take it in turns 

and try and get 3 in a row.

Memory Game
Watch the sequence and repeat it, 

see how many you can repeat 
correctly.

Reactions Game
How fast can you react to the 

lights and touch them to turn them 
off, a timed game.

Pixel Paint
Create patterns by changing the 

colours of each individual LED light 
by touching them repeatedly.
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Mini Mechanical Panel Inserts

Mini Make it Rain Insert
Rotate the insert and watch the tiny 
balls tumble over the rain baffles.

Mini Tile Slide Fish Insert Mini 3 in a Row Insert
Easy-glide counters in slots make 

this game popular, fun and easy to 
play.

Mini Tumbling Balls Insert
Rotate the insert and watch the tiny 

balls churn around the drum.

Mini Spiral Shifter Insert
Rotate the insert and watch the 
puck move around the spiral.

Panel Inserts

 Reduced freight costs
 Reduced development costs
 Less bought-in costs
 Easy implementation
 Mechanical and electronic inserts available

Do you manufacture your own panels?
If you manufacture your own panels in HDPE, timber, steel or high pressure laminate, why not just 
purchase the smaller activities and add them to your own panels or products. This reduces many internal 
costs for your company and enables you to add extra activities quickly and easily to your product range.

Mini Tile Slide Frog Insert Mini Tile Slide Butterfly Insert

Mini Tumble Turn Insert
Rotate the insert and watch the tiny 

balls tumble past the pins.

To see  new and interesting products please visit our websiteMORE

Classic tile slide games with easy sliding tiles, these activities are really suited to the smaller insert size.

Mini Maze Slider Insert
Move the sliding disc around the 

maze, from start to finish. 

Mini Tumble Ball Cog Insert
Turn the wheel to rotate the cogs. 

Watch and listen to the ball 
bearings tumble over the pins.



Twist Bearing Run Insert
Rotate the insert and 100's of 

stainless steel ball bearings run 
down a zig-zag ball channel.

Make it Rain Insert
 Rotate the insert and 1000's of tiny 
stainless steel ball bearings cascade 
to create a wonderful rain sound.  

Spin Maze Insert
 Rotate the insert to navigate the 

ball bearing around the maze from 
start to finish.

Mechanical Panel Inserts

Round Tumble Ball Cog 
Insert

Turn the wheel to rotate the cogs. 
Watch and listen to the ball 

bearings tumble over the pins.

Spiral Shifter Insert
Rotate the insert and the small 
puck moves around the spiral 
depending on the rotation.

River Rapids Insert
Move the sliding disc to the top of 
the panel, let it go and watch it 

tumble to the bottom.

3 in a Row Insert
Easy-glide counters in slots make 

this game popular, fun and easy to 
play.
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Larger Format Sensory Activities

Solar Explorer Insert Flower Explorer Insert Spider Explorer Insert Pond Explorer Insert

Tumble Turn Insert
Rotate the insert, watch and listen 

to the 100's of ball bearings as they 
tumble over the pins.

This is a exciting new range of inserts feature 3 slide discs that move around the panel, they also locate and rotate in the 3 spinning discs to navigate 
and explore the whole panel.

Tile Slide Fish, Frog and Butterfly Inserts
Classic tile slide games with easy sliding tiles, these activities are fun and 

quite tricky to complete.

Spin Dice Insert
Spin the dice disc to roll your next 

number, has a built in clicker.

Maze Slider Insert
Move the sliding disc around the 

maze, from start to finish. 



Buzz Reactions Insert
Reactions Insert game against the 
clock with shapes, colours and a 
“buzz” wildcard voice commands.

Counting Cuckoo Insert 
Rotating hour hand with “tic-toc” 
and “cuckoo” sounds as well as 

simple game play.

Sunny Side Farm Insert
Selection of farm animal sounds 
and the “Old MacDonald” music 

extract.

Battery Powered Panel Inserts

Driving Insert
 Steering wheel panel with 

electronic car sounds: ignition, 
wipers, turn signal and horn.

Piano Insert
Plays 8 notes C-C in a classic piano 

style.

Memory & Reactions Insert
LED lights and sounds, 2 games in 

1 to test reactions against the 
clock and memory skills.

Drum Kit Insert
Plays 8 drum and cymbal sounds.

Synthesizer Insert
Plays 8 notes C-C in electric piano 

style.

Lead Guitar Insert
Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock 

guitar style.

Bass Guitar Insert
Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock 

bass guitar style.

NEW PCB with Improved Performance
2-3 times the playback
Better volume control
Low battery warning

Shapes Reactions Insert
Reactions Insert game against the 

clock with colours and shapes 
voice commands.

Do Not Touch Insert
Plays a random sequence of silly 

sounds including: glass smashing, 
sirens, alarms, trumpet and 

screams...etc.

To see  new and interesting products please visit our websiteMORE

        Lights
 & 

Acoustic Guitar Insert
Strum or pick the strum bars, plays 6 notes from the chords D, C 
and G which are selected on the neck of the guitar while playing.

Amazing acoustic guitar sound quality!

Chimes Insert with Tunes
6 note pentatonic chimes panel that has a random “Play” function 
and a follow the “Tune” function, where you can play any chime 

bar to recreate a simple nursery rhyme.



RotoGen Buzz Reactions 
Insert

Reactions Insert game against the 
clock with shapes, colours and a 

RotoGen Sunny Side Farm 
Insert

Insert with selection of farm animal 
sounds and the “Old MacDonald” 

music extract.

RotoGen Reactions Game 
Insert

LED lights and sounds to test your 
reactions against the clock.

RotoGen Synthesizer Insert
Plays 8 notes C-C in electric piano 

style.

RotoGen Lead Guitar Insert
Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock 

guitar style.

RotoGen Bass Guitar Insert
Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock 

bass guitar style.

RotoGen Shapes Reactions 
Insert

Reactions Insert game against the 
clock with colours and shapes voice 

commands.

RotoGen Piano Insert
Plays 8 notes C-C in a classic piano 

style.

RotoGen Drum Kit Insert
Plays 8 drum and cymbal sounds.

        Lights
 & 

RotoGen Powered Panel Inserts

RotoGen Funny Face Insert
Turn the rotor and the unit auto-
plays crazy and funny sounds.

RotoGen Nursery Rhymes 
Insert

Turn the rotor and the unit auto-
plays a selection of classic nursery 

rhymes.
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RotoGen Acoustic Guitar 
Insert

Strum or pick the strum bars, plays 
6 notes from chords D, C and G.

RotoGen Cartoon Insert
Turn the rotor and the unit auto-

plays a selection of wacky cartoon 
sound effects.

RotoGen Music Box Insert
Turn the rotor and the unit auto-

plays pipe organ music.

        Lights
 & 

RotoGen Power Meter Reactions Game Insert
Turn the rotor, see and hear the power being generated as you are 
turning, when ready the game plays 3 intro beeps and starts the 

reactions game. The game lasts approximately 20 seconds.



Memory/Reactions Insert Modules

LED Sensor Module Options

RotoGen Power Meter Reactions 
Control Module 
This power on demand RotoGen unit requires no 
narration, which makes this game universal for any 
country or region. 

When the rotor is turned coloured LEDs light up to 
show how much power has been generated, along with 
an audible increasing pitch generator tone to keep the 
children engaged. Generating the power is now part of 
the fun!
 
When the game is ready to start there is a 3 beep 
countdown, followed by approximately 20 seconds of 
the Reactions Game. 

Memory & Reactions Control 
Module with LED Score Display

This unit is only available for use with a wired 
power supply and features selectable Memory 
and Reactions games, as well as an LED Score 

Display.

Memory & Reactions Control 
Module 

This unit is only available for use with a wired 
power supply and features selectable Memory 

and Reactions games.

RotoGen Reactions Control 
Module 

This unit features RotoGen power on demand 
and the user is guided through the game with 
narration and narrated score at the end of the 

game.

The module kits are available to install on your own wall, panels or 
structure. They are available with between 3 and 16 sensor modules which 
can be supplied with custom frames and a customizable control unit.

Standard LED Sensor Modules 
You can order your set with from 3 to 16 

modules and the standard finish is with black 
frames, white lenses and white LED lighting.

Coloured LED Sensor Modules 
You can order coloured frames of your choice 
and/or coloured LED lighting to contrast with 

the white lenses.

Custom Module Frames
It is possible to theme your module frames to 
suit your scheme, including: sports, nature, 

objects and shapes etc.

To see  new and interesting products please visit our websiteMORE



PlayTronic LED Light & Sound Games

Indoor/outdoor
Active fun fitness
Reactions or Memory
High visibility LED’s
Power options
Customisable

We’ve taken the very popular Memory and Reactions 
game electronics and added it to a large sports wall to 
create a fun fitness activity for all ages. Ideal for indoor 
play centres and sports facilities with wired power. The 
Sports Reactions Wall can also be installed outdoors 
with other power options.

Sport Reactions Wall

Tin Can Alley Reactions Game 
When the LED sensor units light up, you need 
to touch them to turn them off again and see 

how many you can do in 30 seconds. 

Fairground Side Show Panel 
Large panel 8 sensor reactions game with fun 
feedback sounds - quack, tin can rattle, glass 

smashing and target.

Memory & Reactions Game Panel
Battery/Mains LED lights and sounds, 2 games 

in 1 to test reactions against the clock and 
memory skills.

RotoGen Reactions Game Panel
LED lights and sounds to test your reactions 

against the clock, featuring our human 
powered generator.

Fun, fitness activity
6 sensor reactions game
Self sufficient RotoGen power
Includes aluminium posts
Ready to install
Panel customization options

Reactions Web Wall Game 
The aim was to create a fitness activity game 
that was fun to play and great to look at. 
We also wanted to make a game that was self 
sufficient for it’s power source, with no need to 
hard wire or change batteries, and finally a 
product that you could buy off the shelf, 
assemble and install. 
The activity is a simple 6 sensor reactions 
game with white LED lights. When they 
illuminate, touch the light sensor to turn them 
off and score. The score is indicated by the 
LED light units 1-6 at the end of the game. 

Contrasting rear colour Different configurable layouts

www.fahr-industries.com



Simon Says Panel
Plays a random sequence of Simon 

says questions and non-Simon 
questions to try and catch you out.

To see  new and interesting products please visit our websiteMORE

Imaginative role play panels where 
children can play at being some of 
the heroes and heroines of the 
community. 

These panels include electronic 
sound effects including: sirens, 
horns, engines and radio 
dispatcher.

PlayTronic Games and Sounds Panels

Police Car Panel Ambulance Panel Fire Truck Panel

Counting Cuckoo Panel 
Rotating hour hand with “tic-toc” 
and “cuckoo” sounds as well as 

simple game play.

Sunny Side Farm Panel
Selection of farm animal sounds 
and the “Old MacDonald” music.
(RotoGen powered version available)

Driving Play Panel
 Steering wheel panel with 

electronic car sounds: ignition, 
wipers, turn signal and horn.

RotoGen Buzz Reactions 
Panel

Reactions game against the clock 
with voice commands and a 
random “Buzz” to mix it up.

(Battery powered version available)

Can You - Active Panel
Plays a random sequence of 

questions asking you to do various 
activities.

Noises Panel
Plays a random sequence of silly 

sounds including: glass smashing, 
sirens, alarms, trumpet, 

screams...etc.

RotoGen Nursery Rhymes 
Panel

 Auto play panel playing 6 different 
nursery rhymes when you turn the 

rotor.

Emergency Services Panels

RotoGen Cartoon Panel
Turn the rotor and the unit auto-

plays a selection of wacky cartoon 
sound effects.

RotoGen Funny Face Panel
Turn the rotor and the unit auto-
plays crazy and funny sounds.

RotoGen Shapes Reactions 
Panel

Reactions game involving colours 
and shapes against the clock with 

voice commands.
(Battery powered version available)

RotoGen Music Box Panel
Turn the rotor and the unit auto-

plays pipe organ music.



PlayTronic Musical Panels
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Piano Panel
Plays 8 notes C-C in a classic piano 

style.

Drum Kit Panel
Plays 8 drum and cymbal sounds.

Synthesizer Panel
Plays 8 notes C-C in electric piano 

style.

Lead Guitar Panel
Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock 

guitar style.

Bass Guitar Panel
Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock 

bass guitar style.

RotoGen Synthesizer Panel
Plays 8 notes C-C in electric piano 

style.

RotoGen Lead Guitar Panel
Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock 

guitar style.

RotoGen Bass Guitar Panel
Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock 

bass guitar style.

RotoGen Piano Panel
Plays 8 notes C-C in a classic piano 

style.

RotoGen Drum Kit Panel
Plays 8 drum and cymbal sounds.

Improved PCB 
Performance

Our new sound PCB has new 
features, more memory, better 
volume control and 2 to 3 
times the playback time on the 
same batteries as the previous 
model.

 2-3 times the playback
 Better volume control
 Low battery warning

NEW PCB, Power Management and Programming
The latest RotoGen electronics are packed with improvements to 
enhance the performance, intuitiveness and usability, including 
new programming that allows the user to simply turn and play 
the activity, the more you turn the longer the play back time.

RotoGen Musical Panels

RotoGen Acoustic Guitar
Strum or pick 6 notes from 3 
selectable chords D, C and G.

Chimes Play Panel with Tunes
6 note pentatonic chimes panel 
with random play and follow the 

“Tune” function.

Acoustic Guitar Panel
Strum or pick 6 notes from 3 
selectable chords D, C and G.



Ally Tube Glockenspiel Panel
Musically tuned aluminium tube chimes with 

2x mallets/beaters. 
ASTM Compliant Design

Stainless Steel Tongue Drum
Tuned stainless steel tongue drum creating 

an oriental style sound. 
ASTM Compliant Design

Shaker Panel
The Shaker Panel has 2 rotating drums with 

2 different gauge stainless steel balls.
ASTM Compliant Design

Percussion Musical Panels

Bongos Panel
3 x different size bongos, attached at an 

angle for easy playing.
ASTM Compliant Design

Ally Flat Glockenspiel Panel
Musically tuned aluminium flat chimes with 

2x mallets/beaters. 
ASTM Compliant Design

Bells Play Panel
Musically tuned stainless steel bells create 

a unique sound with 1x mallet/beater. 
ASTM Compliant Design

Musically tuned instruments for supervised play environments

Mike the Monkey Panel
Musically tuned aluminium tube chimes with 

2x mallets/beaters. 
ASTM Compliant Design

Wally the Walrus Panel
Musically tuned aluminium tube chimes with 

2x mallets/beaters. 
ASTM Compliant Design

Percy the Penguin Panel
Musically tuned aluminium tube chimes with 

2x mallets/beaters. 
ASTM Compliant Design

Charlie the Crocodile Panel
Musically tuned aluminium tube chimes 

with 2x mallets/beaters. 
ASTM Compliant Design

To see  new and interesting products please visit our websiteMORE

Cam Chimes Music Panel
There are no mallets or beaters 

required to play the Cam Chimes 
Panel. This 5 note pentatonic tube 

chime instrument features the 
“Play by Colour” option.

ASTM Compliant Design

No beaters or mallets
Easy to play

More inclusive
Play by colour



Virtuoso Music
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Tongue Drum
Play by hand, no mallet/beater 

required.

Shake, Rattle and Roll
Rotating drum containing hundreds 

of stainless steel ball bearings 
which shake, rattle and roll. 

Bell Tree
Complete with 1x mallet/beater.

Flat Chimes
C-C flat chimes with 2x mallets. 

Tube Chimes
C-C tube chimes with 2x mallets.

Pentatonic Cam Chimes
5 pentatonic chimes with colour coded cams.

Musically tuned
Superb sound quality
Lower price point (than Eco)
ASTM and EN compliant designs
Available with or without posts

Bongo Tree
Large diameter bongos played by 

hand.

More Inclusive Cam Chimes
Very easy to play for all abilities, you do not need to be able 
to grip and control mallets to play, but simply push the cams 
towards the chimes. We have worked tirelessly to ensure 
there was no compromise on sound quality and the sustain of 
the chimes. 
The cams and mechanism are both ASTM and EN compliant.

Concert Tube Chimes
C-C tube chimes with angled mount 

and 2x mallets.

Concert Flat Chimes
C-C flat chimes with angled mount 

and 2x mallets. 

Tall Chimes
Large diameter C-C tube chimes 

with 2x mallets. Diatonic Cam Chimes
8 notes C-C chimes with colour coded cams.

NEW T-Slot Aluminium Posts 
Virtuoso Music Instruments can be supplied with or without 
our new T-Slot aluminium posts. Finished in Slate Grey, the 

posts are ASTM and EN compliant and are finished with a post 
cap at the top.

These new posts allow for multiple configurations due to the 
t-slots being positioned at 45 degree intervals.



Active and Moving Parts Panels
See all these panels working on

Pinball Panel
A safe, spring loaded pin shoots 
the ball up into the panel and 

ricochets into the scoring zones. 

Tumble Ball Panel
Turn the wheel to rotate the cogs. 
Watch and listen to the 1000's of 

ball bearings tumble over the pins. 

Airlock Cog Panel
Planetary gear panel with 6x 

rotating cogs safely located behind 
a polycarbonate window. 

Ball Maze Panel
Rotating maze with a stainless 

steel ball covered with a 
polycarbonate panel. 

Make it Rain Panel
Rotate the large drum, watch and 

listen as 1000's of tiny ball 
bearings drop through the 

different levels. 

Giant 4 in a Row Game Panel
Fun game with 48 movable red and yellow sliding discs that glide 

effortlessly around the panel, so no loose parts to lose. 

Twist Bearing Run Panel
Rotate the large drum, watch and 

listen as the ball bearings run 
down the zig-zag channel.

To see  new and interesting products please visit our websiteMORE

3 in a Row Panel
This smaller version has 16 

movable red and yellow sliding 
discs to play the game.

Children at Work Cog Panel
Turn the wheel to rotate the cogs. 
Watch and listen to the mechanical 

cog action. 

Solar Explorer PanelFlower Explorer Panel Spider Explorer PanelPond Explorer Panel

Tumble Turn Panel
Rotate the insert, watch and listen 

to the 100's of ball bearings as 
they tumble over the pins.

Pachinko Panel
The pachinko ball is fired up into 

the panel and the ball bounces off 
the pins on the way down.

This is an exciting new range of explorer panels which feature 3 slide discs that move around the panel, they also locate and rotate in the 4 spinning 
discs to navigate and explore the whole panel.



See all these panels working on

Sunflower Sums Panel
Slide the discs to create the sums 
and write them down along with 

the answers on the integral 
chalkboard. 

Village Shop Panel
This fun activity role play panel 

has a shop counter top and 
rotating “open” and “closed” sign.

Tic Tac Toe Panel
Individually rotating “X” and “O” 
Tic Tac Toe/Noughts & Crosses 

spinners.

Daisy Head Panel
Turn the 2 rotating drums, watch 
and listen as hundreds of tiny ball 

bearings churn. 

Clockwork Clock Panel
Mechanical cog panel with "hours" 
and "minutes" rotating discs that 
turn cogs that move the hour and 

minute clock hands.

Puppy Maze Panel
Tactile maze panel with puppy paw 
sliding disc to navigate around the 
maze from the start to the finish. 

Formula Racing Panel
Fun counter racing game featuring 

a 1-3 spinner and our 
t-slot easy glide sliding disc 

counters.

Tangle Play Panel
"Twister" style game, to be 

installed with surface markings 
(not included) to complete the 

game.
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Abacus 2 Play Panel
Colourful and fun the Abacus has 3 

sets of 9 counters on stainless 
steel rails.

Who Pairs Wins Panel
Rotating, flip around spinners are 

used to play this simple pairs 
game.

Tile Slide Frog Panel

Tell Me The Time Panel
Popular clock panel with rotating 

hour and minute hand discs.

Today’s Weather is... 
Panel

Fun, weather recording panel with 
rotating pointers.

Tile Slide Butterfly Panel Tile Slide Snake Panel

Classic tile slide games with easy sliding tiles, these activities are fun and quite tricky to complete.

Rock, Paper, Scissors 
Panel

The popular playground game 
featuring rotating game discs and 

sliding score counters.



Spring DiscSurf Rider - Surf Spring Plank

Cluck (Chicken)

Elephant

Butterfly

Whale Minivan

Tractor

Aeroplane Car

Oink (Pig) Baa (Sheep) Moo (Cow)Neigh (Horse)

Betty (Bee)Cecil (Caterpillar)Lily (Ladybird) Sydney (Snail)

Stegosaurus Triceratops T-Rex Diplodocus

We have been designing and manufacturing high quality spring riders for over 15 years and what our customers like 
about our spring riders is the off the shelf availability of both the product and the spare parts, along with their durability 
and reliability. 

Spring Playtime All our Spring Playtime products
are TUV tested and certified

Belle the Bumble Bee
Spring Seesaw

Olivia the Octopus
Spring Seesaw

Terence the Pterodactyl
Spring Seesaw

Spring Balance Maze
Stand on the slip 
resistant tread ring, 
balance and move your 
body to navigate the 
ball around the maze,
a great core exercise.

To see  new and interesting products please visit our websiteMORE

Spring Balance Bell
Similar activity to the 

Balance Maze, but on 
this activity you guide 

the balls to ring the 
bells.



New Interactive Play Products

Sea sounds rotating drum with tumbling balls
Ships wheel with electronic pirate tune playback
Sliding sea creatures
Treasure map with sliders
Coloured port hole
Flag, mermaid and rigging accessories
Includes extended aluminium posts for ground fixing
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Shiver-me-Timbers Pirate Bow 
Fun pirate ship’s bow with multiple tactile and sensory accessories, 
including a ships wheel that plays a pirate tune when you’re steering 
the ship. The Pirate Bow is supplied with extended aluminium posts 
for ground fixing.

Bob and Dolly Photo Opportunity Panels 
These panels have ASTM and EN compliant head and arm cut outs, that enable the user to reach 
through and play the PlayTronic Acoustic Guitars. These are great photo opportunity panels that 
are suitable for play areas and theme parks with lots of branding and social media opportunities. 
Custom designs and different instruments are available to order.

Front: the photo opportunity side Back: the get stuck in side

sliding sea creatures

Sea sounds rotating drum 
with tumbling balls

Ships wheel with PlayTronic 
pirate tune song playback.
Rotate or shuffle the wheel 
to hear the tune.

Fun skeleton in 
the corner

Pirate treasure

Pirate treasure map with 
3 sliding discs to navigate

Coloured port 
hole window



Early Years Fun Trail
Designed for early years and lower school children with 
extra safety features including tread surfaces with slip-
resistant surface materials and high quality HDPE and 
recycled plastic lumber components.

Available to buy individually or as a set. 

Durable HDPE panel construction
Recycled plastic lumber posts
Safe slip-resistant surface materials
Stainless steel fasteners
Easy assembly and installation

Daily Active Fitness
Daily Active Start Banner
HDPE “Start” banner creates a clear 
meeting point to start activities.
(posts available separately) Daily Active Cloud Timer

Solar powered stopwatch to time the 
length of the activities.

 (posts available separately)  

Daily Active is a group of products designed to help children get out of the 
classroom for fifteen minutes every day to run, jog and carry out simple physical 
activities at their own pace with their classmates, helping to make them fitter, 
healthier, and more able to concentrate in the classroom.

Daily Active Lap Counter
The lap counter allows each child to 

record the number of laps they complete 
and with 36 sliding “apple” counters the 

whole class can join in the activities.
(post available separately).

The 8 Activity Clouds provide stop off points on-route to create interest and encourage the children to use different muscle groups, challenge their 
balance and co-ordination. If you wish to make up or add your own activities we can create custom cloud panels for you. (post available separately)

Daily Active Cloud Panels

To see  new and interesting products please visit our websiteMORE
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These thermo-formed engraved HDPE tunnels are available in 1200mm and 2400mm standard tunnel lengths, but can be specified 
in any length up to 2400mm in a choice of colours and designs to suit your scheme. These tunnels are TUV certified to EN1176.

Crawl-Thru Play Tunnels

Underground Tunnels
We manufacture bespoke tunnels with various end panel configurations and 
in different diameters if you are looking to create a tunnel in a dirt mound 

or under soil. The tubes are cut in house and the ends are either welded or 
mechanically fixed depending on the application. 

Keith the Caterpillar
This fun new design uses our ribbed buried tunnel tube for the crawl-

thru part of Keith the Caterpillar and features colourful contrasting 
HDPE segments to create his playful character.

Buried Crawl-Thru Play Tunnels

Lion Tunnel Tiger TunnelSecret Woods Tunnel Zebra TunnelDinosaur Tunnel

Early Years Play
Mud Kitchen
Fun unit that stimulates role play with physical play. It has 2x stainless 
steel bowls for mixing your mud pies, rotary cooker controls, utensil 
holders and a rotating tumbling balls washing machine insert.
The unit is easy to clean and can be freestanding or anchored to the 
ground.

Rotating washing machine insert
Integrated utensil hooks
2x removable stainless steel bowls
5x rotary cooker controls
HDPE construction
Easy to clean

Mud Kitchen Play Panel
The panel has a counter top with 
removable stainless steel bowl. 

(posts available separately)

Side utensil hooks

Plan showing mixing bowls, hob and controls



Early Years Play

Yellow Sub
Features polycarbonate bubble windows and 

bubble mirror, spinning wheel and bench seat.

PlayTronic 
Sounds

Available

Terry the Tractor and Activity Trailer 
Terry has a crawl through tunnel, steering wheel 
and seating, while the Activity Trailer includes 3 farm themed activity games and 
fun farm animals. There is seating for lots of children and you can order an optional 
electronic dashboard panel which plays back tractor and farm sounds

Toby the Tractor
Early Years Farm Yard Set

Available to buy individually or as a 
complete set.

Fire and Rescue Truck
Features a slip-resistant floor, dashboard with 

steering wheel, bench seat, steps and a 
stainless steel fireman's pole. 

Pirate Ship
Features built in seating, slip resistant floor, 

plant-on graphics, ships mast and pirate flag.

Fishing Boat
Features built in seating, slip resistant floor, 

plant-on graphics, ships wheel and a roof unit.

Nessie Play Elements
Themed set of activities for 
school playgrounds including 
seating, climbing, activities, 
music and storage. Available 
to buy individually or as a 
complete set.

 Nessie Head Chalkboard Play Picnic Table Over and Under Tunnel Climb-Over Storage  Tail Glockenspiel

Play Huts
Each unit has a bench seat and a counter to enhance the 
role play. You can also customize your play huts including 
your own graphic designs and colour options.

Ernie the Engine 
Early Years Train Set

Available to buy individually or as a 
complete set.

Steam Express Train Set
Features a crawl-through tunnel at 
the front and seating throughout 

the train and carriages.
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